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Abstract
The world witnessed the emergence of a deadly virus in December 2019, later named COVID-19. The virus was found to be 
highly contagious, and so people across the world were highly prone to be affected by the virus. Being a virus-borne disease, 
developing a vaccine was one of the most promising remedies. Thus, research organizations across the globe started working 
on developing the vaccine. However, it was later found by many researchers that a large number of people were hesitant to 
receive the vaccine. This paper aims to study the acceptance and hesitancy levels of people in India and compares them with 
the acceptance and hesitancy levels of people from the UK, the USA, and the rest of the world by analyzing their tweets on 
Twitter. For this study, 2,98,452 tweets were fetched from January 2020 to March 2022 from Twitter, and 1,84,720 tweets 
from 1,22,960 unique users were selected based on their country of origin. Machine learning based Sentiment analysis is 
then used to evaluate and analyze the tweets. The paper also proposes an NLP-based algorithm to perform opinion mining 
on Twitter data. The study found the public sentiment of the Indian population to be 63% positive, 28% neutral, and 9% 
negative. While the worldwide sentiment distribution is 45% positive, 34% neutral, and 21% negative, the USA has 42% 
positive, 34% neutral, and 23% negative and the UK has 50% positive, 29% neutral, and 21% negative. Also, sentiment 
analysis for individual vaccines in Indian context resulted in “Covaxin” with the highest positive sentiment at 43% followed 
by “Covishield” at 36%. The outcome of this work yields an insight into the public perception of the COVID-19 vaccine 
and thus can be used to formulate policies for existing and future vaccine campaigns. This study becomes more relevant as 
it is the consolidated opinion of Indian people, which is versatile in nature.

Keywords Natural language processing (NLP) · Opinion mining · Sentiment analysis · COVID-19 vaccine · Coronavirus · 
Latent dirichlet allocation (LDA)

1 Introduction

COVID-19 is a communicable disease that infects the res-
piratory organs of human beings that originated in Wuhan 
city of China. The disease started spreading worldwide in 
early December 2019 Xu et al. (2021). COVID-19 brought 
catastrophe in the lives of ordinary people by forcing them 
to limit physical contact through a lockdown and home isola-
tion. As a result, many businesses suffered, and people lost 
their livelihoods during the pandemic.

As of July 13, 2022, COVID-19 has claimed the lives 
of 6,351,801 people (World 2020) across the world. A tre-
mendous amount of effort has been put into vaccination 
programs worldwide to avert the unfolding of coronavirus. 
During the pandemic, many pharmaceutical industries and 
research organizations started research toward developing 
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an efficient vaccine. The COVID-19 vaccine strategies can 
be classified into major 4 types1: 

1. Inactivated vaccine
2. mRNA vaccine
3. Viral Vector- based vaccine
4. Nanoparticle-based peptide vaccine

Governments from various countries started vaccination 
programs to immunize their citizens. India’s first COVID-
19 infection was discovered in January 2020 Darapaneni 
et al. (2020). The Indian government began administering 
the COVID-19 vaccination drive nationwide on January 16, 
2021 Jain et al. (2021).

Two vaccines were granted emergency use authoriza-
tion by the Central Drugs Standard Control Organization 
(CDSCO) in India, Covishield (AstraZeneca’s vaccine man-
ufactured by Serum Institute of India and a non-replicating 
viral vector based vaccine) and Covaxin (manufactured by 
Bharat Biotech Limited, an inactivated virus-based vaccine). 
Sputnik - V (produced by Gamaleya Research Institute of 
Epidemiology and Microbiology and a non-replicating viral 
vector based vaccine) has been granted EUA in the month 
of April 2021 MoHFW (2022). Further, Government of 
India announced a CoWin (2022) portal for COVID-19 vac-
cine registration, using electronic devices such as Mobile, 
Tablets, Laptops, and Desktops (Kanabar and Bhatt 2022). 
The vaccination campaigns progress is depicted in Fig. 1. 

During vaccine development and usage, there was much 
debate revolving around the effectiveness of vaccines on 
social media, and public opinion was divided between pro-
vaccination and anti-vaccination.

The public interest related to Covid-19 Vaccine for the 
past two years is shown in Figs. 2, 3. Social media plays an 
active part in disseminating information among the public. 
Twitter is a popular social media platform from where infor-
mation is disseminated (Rosenberg et al. 2020). During the 
trials, release, and post-release of vaccinations, there were 
lots of rumors and myths being spread on Twitter relating 
to the vaccination drive. The rumors and anti-vaccine senti-
ments were fueled by various social, economic, educational, 
political, and religious factors. In the United States, there 
were large anti-vaccination and anti-mask protests (Khadafi 

Fig. 1  COVID-19 vaccination in India Source: Mathieu et al. (2021)

Fig. 2  Google search trend for “COVID-19 vaccine” Source: Google 
(2022)

1 For further reading regarding types of COVID-19 vaccine and how 
they work, readers are encouraged to refer Khandker et al. (2021).
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et al. 2022; Pressman and Choi-Fitzpatrick 2021). Also, in 
lower-middle-income countries like India, people are hesi-
tant to take vaccines due to religious reasons and a lack of 
education. These anti-vaccine sentiments are often kept alive 
for political reasons (Chatterjee et al. 2021).

The present study becomes more relevant as World Health 
Organization (WHO) has identified Vaccine hesitancy as one 
of the ten threats to global health (WHO 2019). WHO has 
defined vaccine hesitancy as: “the reluctance or refusal to vac-
cinate despite the availability of vaccines—threatens to reverse 
progress made in tackling vaccine-preventable diseases.” Fur-
ther, WHO has categorized key reasons behind vaccine hesi-
tancy as (i) complacency, (ii) inconvenience in accessing vac-
cines and (iii) lack of confidence. Yilmaz et al. (2022) studied 
these classifications of vaccine hesitancy behavior on Health 
care workers employed with a hospital in Turkey and found 
that 68.8 % respondent had fear/lack of confidence as a reason 
for vaccine hesitancy while 4.3 % and 9.1 % respondents had 
complacency and Inconvenience in accessing vaccines, respec-
tively, as a reason for vaccine hesitancy.

The paper aims to study public opinion regarding vaccine 
hesitancy originated in India by fetching tweets from the 
Twitter platform. The tweets associated with the term “covid 

vaccine” and their hashtag “#CovidVaccine” is used. The 
sentiment analysis is employed to understand the sentiments 
floating around the COVID-19 vaccines.

Based on the polarity score, which ranges from 1.0 to 
-1.0, the tweets were categorized into positive, neutral, and 
negative. Utilizing the polarity score, the sentiment dis-
tributions of countries, including India, the USA, and the 
UK, were plotted. The classified tweets helped assess peo-
ple’s opinions on the COVID-19 vaccine. Section 2 of this 
paper is about motivation and related work. The material 
and methods are in Sect. 3, and it expounds on the dataset, 
data preparation steps, and the sentiment analysis process. 
Section 4 highlights the result and Sect. 5 presents the dis-
cussion. Ultimately, the limitations and conclusion are pre-
sented in Sects. 6 and 7 respectively.

2  Literature review

Ascertaining what the public thinks about a subject of inter-
est is crucial for research purposes. For textual data, the use of 
NLP techniques like sentiment analysis is continued to be used. 
This section summarizes numerous earlier studies on sentiment 

Fig. 3  COVID-19 public opinion surveys from India
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analysis and public opinion surveys related to COVID-19 
vaccines across India.

Guarino et al. (2021) carried out a study on COVID-19-re-
lated discussions on Facebook. This study retrieved 1.5 million 
posts for four months starting from January 2020, shared by 
80,000 public pages and groups. The research work is limited 
to the conversation related to COVID-19 among Italian-speak-
ing people on Facebook.

ÇILGIN et al. (2022) used Twitter posts with associated 
hashtags with COVID-19. They retrieved 60,242,040 tweets 
from Twitter from January 2020 to July 2020. They classified 
tweets into “Highly Positive,” “Positive,” “Neutral,” “Nega-
tive,” and “Highly Negative” using VADER (Hutto and Gilbert 
2014) and used WordCloud (Heimerl et al. 2014) to visualize 
the contents of tweets. However, the tweets are collected only 
from the first six months of the COVID-19 outbreak in this 
research work.

Chen and Sokolova (2021) studied the post from the r/
Depression community on the Reddit platform related to 
COVID-19. The community is popular among young users, 
and people share their stories in the community to seek support 
and opinions. They used VADER (Hutto and Gilbert 2014), 
Textblob (Heimerl et al. 2014), and SentiWordNet (Esuli and 
Sebastiani 2006) to analyze the data. However, the Reddit plat-
form is used by a certain age group, and it is not as popular 
as other platforms like Twitter or Facebook. Also, Twitter is 
known for more political discussions.

The naïve Bayes algorithm, based on Bayesian Probability, 
is used in sentiment analysis. The sentiment analysis of 6000 
tweets with the keywords “Vaccine COVID-19’ from Indonesia 
reported 56% negative, 39% positive, and 1% neutral performed 
by Ritonga et al. (2021). Nevertheless, this research work only 
captures Indonesian tweets with only two weeks of January 
2021.

Understanding the content of textual data helps gain insights 
that sentiment analysis might not reveal. The technique of topic 

modeling LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) was employed on 
tweets to obtain the topic of discussion. Melton et al. (2021) 
applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Sentiment Analysis 
on posts collected from December 1, 2020, to May 15, 2021, 
from the 13 communities on Reddit discussing the COVID-
19 vaccine. Data were compiled, and LDA was applied each 
month to sense the changes in topics and sentiment. The results 
showed that the prime focus of discussion was the vaccine’s 
side effects. At the same time, the sentiment remained positive 
throughout. However, due to the unavailability of geographical 
data, this research cannot be compared with regional polls and 
opinion surveys.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, many surveys were 
organized in India. The Public opinion surveys on COVID-19 
Vaccines in which people participated were conducted in the 
past years, shown in Table 1 from India.

3  Material and methods

The methodology section is organized into five sections 
describing each opinion mining workflow phase. The first sec-
tion deals with data collection. Subsequently, data explora-
tion, preprocessing, Latent Dirichlet Allocation, and sentiment 
analysis. The workflow of this section is described in Fig. 4.

3.1  Dataset

Tweets related to COVID-19 vaccine were web scrapped 
from www.twitter.com that were published on website 
during January 2020 and March 2022. Search term for the 
tweets were set as “#CovidVaccine”, #CoronavirusVaccine, 
#CoronaVaccine #Pandemic #Covid19, “vaccine,” “vacci-
nation,” “covid.” Initially, a total of 2,98,452 tweets were 
retrieved. After preprocessing and data cleaning, 184720 
tweets from 1,22,960 unique users were finally selected and 
segregated based on their demography, i.e., country of ori-
gin. Tweets were segregated into following categories: 

1. Tweets originated from India
2. Tweets originated from the USA
3. Tweets originated from the UK
4. Tweets originated from rest of the world

for a comparative analysis of the sentiment analysis and to 
understand the Covid-19 vaccine sentiments from an Indian 
perspective.

3.2  Exploratory data analysis

The objective of the exploratory data analysis phase is to get 
acquainted with the columns of the dataset. The dataset con-
tained the following attributes, as mentioned in Table 2. We are 

Table 1  Related work on COVID-19 vaccine survey from India

S.No Source Total 
partici-
pants

Vaccine 
acceptant 
(%)

Vaccine 
hesitant 
(%)

1 Narapureddy et al. (2021) 351 86.3 13.7
2 Kishore et al. (2021) 467 70.44 29.55
3 Chandani et al. (2021) 1638 63 37
4 Jain et al. (2021) 655 63.8 36.2
5 UNICEF (2021) – 77 33
6 Danabal et al. (2021) 564 59.3 40.7
7 Panda et al. (2021) 359 68.2 3.9
8 Jain et al. (2021) 1068 89.4 10.5
9 Ekstrand et al. (2021) 438 61.6 38.4
10 Noronha et al. (2021) 435 – 47.1
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concerned with the “text,” “user_location,” and “date” attrib-
utes. The text attribute contains the tweet content we used to 
conduct the sentiment analysis. Also, we required date attrib-
utes to plot the sentiment trend.

3.3  Data preprocessing

Much unwanted information is present in the raw textual 
data that is not required to conduct sentiment analysis, like 
URL links, user mentions, and unescaped HTML characters. 
This unwanted information does not affect the overall senti-
ment of the tweets, but its removal significantly decreases 
the time for computing sentiment scores. The “date” attrib-
ute contains the date-time in different formats. The different 
Date Time format was parsed using the Pandas library to this 
format “yyyy-mm-dd-hh:mm:ss.” Further, the “user_loca-
tion” and “text” columns are selected from the dataset that 
would be useful in determining the sentiment of the tweet, 
sentiment trend, and geographical distribution. The “user_
location” attribute helps determine the tweet’s country using 
the Nominatim open-source geocoding API.

Afterward, the raw tweets are cleaned by removing the 
following content from the text, like 

1. All the non-printable characters from the tweets, like 
newline.

2. All the URLs and the symbol ‘@’ (mentions).
3. ‘#’ from the hashtags.
4. Rows with null tweet.

3.4  LDA

The topic-modeling technique LDA (Latent Dirichlet alloca-
tion) technique is unsupervised and is used to discover undis-
covered subjects in textual data. The LDA is a probabilistic 
model based on the Bayesian model. We have the total docu-
ments represented by "D" and a "K" number of total topics. 
Each �d is a random variable that we want to learn, drawn from 
some Dirichlet distribution. The Dirichlet distribution assumes 
that any random variable vector from this distribution behaves 
as a probability mass function. The LDA assumes that each 
word in every document belongs to a particular topic. Over 
the whole vocabulary of words, each topic k has a probability 
distribution, and �k is the probability distribution over words 
for a topic k. So, the problem becomes learning optimal � and 
� probability distribution vectors, where wnd is the nth word 
in document d. In the LDA, for each word, we assume they 
are independent of each other. It implies we can separate the 
joint probability of all words written here as the product of the 
probabilities of each separate word. We introduce latent vari-
able z, which we let represent the topic index assigned to each 
word. We can now say the probability of some word w given Fig. 4  Workflow of twitter opinion mining
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this topic z can be found precisely using �z by applying reverse 
marginalization on the probability of each word.

This technique is used to discover the topics of all the tweets, 
and these topics can help better understand the context of 
the Twitter discussion.

3.5  Sentiment analysis

In this phase, we conducted sentiment analysis on the 
tweets and produced the polarity score. Also, we propose 
an algorithm to perform sentiment analysis on the Twit-
ter dataset. The detailed algorithm is presented in algo-
rithm 1. After the sentiment analysis, we further assign 
sentiment labels to each tweet. We used a popular social 
media sentiment analysis library called VADER (Hutto 
and Gilbert 2014). It is sensitive to emojis, punctuation 
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marks, and capital words. Often social media posts have 
these elements. The preprocessed tweets are used, which 
are cleaned for URLs, Mentions, and Retweets. Now the 
polarity score is used for classifying the tweets. A posi-
tive label was assigned to the tweets with a polarity score 
of more than or equal to 0.10. While a negative label is 
assigned to the tweets with a polarity score less than or 
equal to -0.10, any score between 0.10 and -0.10 is con-
sidered neutral. Classified tweets are used to plot the evo-
lution of sentiments with time. The graph depicting the 
monthly evolution of the positive and negative sentiments 
is produced to examine the opinion toward the COVID-19 
vaccination in the tweets. The pattern and trends in this 
graph are beneficial in discerning how the various factors 
like policies, decisions, and milestone events on COVID-
19 vaccinations have affected the public perception of the 
COVID-19 vaccination (Table 3).

The sentiment distribution is plotted, and the positive, 
negative, and neutral sentiment and their percentage dis-
tribution were studied country-wise to understand the 
public’s response in various geography. To understand the 
causes of each sentiment, we extracted the most frequent 
words from tweets for India’s positive, negative, and neu-
tral sentiments. Also, vaccine sentiments for individual 
vaccines were found using tweets containing the vaccines’ 
names and compared.

Table 2  COVID-19 vaccine 
tweet dataset attributes

S.No Attribute Description Data type

1 user_name Twitter handle String
2 user_location The location of the user String
3 user_description Description of the user String
4 user_created Date of account creation String
5 user_followers Total followers of user Integer
6 user_friends Total people the user follows Integer
7 user_favourites A total number of tweets liked by the user Integer
8 user_verified Is the user officially verified by Twitter Boolean
9 text Tweet content String
10 date The date publishing the tweet String
11 hashtags The hashtags used in the tweet List
12 is_retweet Is the tweet retweeted Boolean
13 Source The device used for tweeting String

Table 3  Tweet classification example

S.No Tweet Label

1 Australia to manufacture Covid-19 vaccine and give it to the citizens for free of cost: AFP quotes Prime Minister 
#CovidVaccine

Positive

2 Still skeptical about the vaccine...#COVID19 #CovidVaccine Negative
3 Not acceptable #ForcedVaccinations #ForcedVaccination #CovidVaccine #COVID19 #mandatoryvaccination Negative
4 U.S. advisory panel released a draft plan Tuesday for how to ration the first doses of #CovidVaccine Neutral
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Algorithm 1 Twitter opinion mining algorithm
Input: Set of tuples of tweet T = {(T1, D1, C1), (T2, D2, C2), (T3, D3, C3), ...
(TN , DN , CN )} Where Ti is the tweet, Di is the date string, and Ci is the
location string

Output: Set of processed tweets T = {(T1, D1, C1, P1, L1),
(T2, D2, C2, P2, L2),(T3, D3, C3, P3, L3), ... (TN , DN , CN , PN , LN )} where
Ti is the tweet, Di is the date string, Ci is the location string, Pi is the
polarity score and Li is the sentiment label

function cleanText(T) S = tokenize T to T1, T2, T3...TN

for i=1 to N do
remove non-printable characters using regex from tokens in Ti

remove URL using regex from Ti

remove mentions using regex from Ti

remove retweets using regex from Ti

end for
R = concatenate S
return R;

end function
function getCountry(T)

L = get city using Nominatim API geocoding from L
return L;

end function
function parseDate(Date)

D = get day from date
M = get month from date
Y = get year from date
return (D,M,Y);

end function
for i=1 to N do

Ti= cleanText(Ti)
Di=parseDate(Di)
Ci= getCountry(Ci)
Pi=compute polarity using Vader
if Pi ≥ 0.10 then

Li = ”positive”
else[Pi < 0.10]

if Pi ≤ −0.10 then
Li = ”negative”

else[Pi > −0.10 and Pi < 0.10 ]
Li = ”neutral”

end if
end if
O = O ∪ (Ti, Di, Ci, Pi, Li)

end for
return O
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4  Results

4.1  Sentiment distribution

The results show that public opinion toward vaccines for 
COVID-19 has evolved over the past two years. The findings 
show that the sentiment distribution from January 2020 to 
March 2022 shows 45% of tweets as positive, 34% as neutral, 

Fig. 5  Percentage distribution 
of sentiments

Table 4  Topics in Tweet data

S.No Topic

1 Dose, slots, availability, paid, vaccine, first, free
2 Vaccination, death, covid, hospital, world, got
3 China, get, everyone, support, vaccine, people, April, eligible
4 Dose, country, age, second, date, got, people, covaxin

Fig. 6  Word cloud of most 
frequent words
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and 21% as negative worldwide. While the sentiment distri-
bution in the USA was 42% positive, 34% neutral, and 23% 
negative, while in India, 63% is found to be positive, 28% 
neutral, and 9% negative, and the UK had 50% positive, 29% 
neutral, and 21% negative as represented in Fig. 5, from 
January 2020 to March 2022.

4.2  LDA and popular words in tweets

Table 4 shows the debate themes that emerged from the 
LDA on textual data of tweets. The first topic discusses dose 
accessibility, and the second topic is concerned with deaths 
following COVID-19 vaccine immunization. The third topic 
is vaccine eligibility. The final topic concerns the second 
dose.

Table 5  Most frequent words in each sentiment in India

S.No Positive Negative Neutral

1 Free Shortage First
2 Safe No Dose
3 Availability Emergency Vaccinated
4 Vaccinated Get Administered
5 Take Vaccine Covid

Fig. 7  COVID-19 tweet volume per month

Table 6  Individual vaccine sentiment distribution

S.No Name Positive (%) Neutral (%) Negative (%)

1 Covaxin 43 45 12
2 Covishield 36 51 13
3 Sputnik V 30 42 28
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Using the Word Cloud Library (Heimerl et al. 2014), the 
most frequently used phrases tweeted by users worldwide 
are compiled. The most repeated words are shown in Fig. 6, 
and according to it, the bulk of tweets of Indian origin used 
the terms “dose 1” and “dose 2” as the topics of conversa-
tion in India.

Also, studying the most frequent words for each senti-
ment for India is presented in Table 5, Which can help us 
better understand the cause of each sentiment. The top 5 
words are selected for each sentiment.

4.3  Sentiment trend

The sentiment trend is the plot of the volume of negative and 
positive sentiment per month from January 2020 to March 
2022. The sentiment trend worldwide, in the USA, India, and 
the United Kingdom, is depicted in Fig. 7. The sentiment 
trend suggests an increase in the volume of sentiments over-
all and a decline afterward. The Indian sentiment trend is 
different in contrast to the rest of the other sentiment trends. 
In comparison, the sentiment trend of the United Kingdom 
shows more acceptance than that of the USA.

4.4  Individual vaccine sentiments

The individual vaccine sentiment is found by searching all 
the tweets that contained the vaccine’s name in the text, 
using the classified labels of that tweet, and counting the 
positive, negative, and neutral labels for each COVID-19 
vaccine tweet. Table 6 displays the sentiment distribution 
for each approved vaccine. The domestically made vaccine 
in India, “Covaxin” Thiagarajan (2021), exhibits the high-
est positive and least negative sentiments paired with “Cov-
ishield” Sapkal et al. (2021). While high levels of negative 
sentiments compared to Indian-origin vaccines were noted 
for non-Indian origin vaccines, including “Sputnik V” Caz-
zola et al. (2021). It supports the finding in Figs. 5 and 7.

5  Discussion

The paper’s primary objective is to understand the opin-
ion of the Indian populace toward COVID-19 vaccines. 
Also, enquire about how the opinion evolved throughout 
the past two years. The timeline of sentiment trends can be 
divided into pre-vaccine and post-vaccine periods. Before 
First phase trial for the vaccine was done in July 2020 
Pawar et al. (2021). The vaccine-related discussion was 
very low with high negative sentiment toward the vaccine. 
The volume of discussion starts to rise when the first wave 
of Covid-19 hit in mid of 2020. Then subsequently the 
volume of discussion keeps rising.

The pre-vaccine period is considered before the vac-
cination program starts in India, which is before January 
2021 Narapureddy et al. (2021). The pre-vaccine phase is 
characterized by low vaccine-related discussion. The same 
is observed with the Google search trend for COVID-19 
vaccines (Google 2022).

Followed by the pre-vaccine phase and the post-vaccine 
phase, when the vaccine was used, After the second wave 
hit India in May 2021 the discussion shows an exponential 
increase and negative sentiments also starts to decline, the 
discussion rises till July 2021 and then starts to decline. 
A substantial portion of the population being vaccinated 
every day contributed to the decline in interest in COVID-
19 vaccines (Mathieu et al. 2021).

Then the volume of a discussion rises before the third 
wave hit India in January 2022. After this period the vol-
ume of discussion decreases also a large portion of the 
population in India is vaccinated with the first dose. With 
declining discussion also the negative sentiment declines.

One of the critical observations drawn is a contrast 
in the trends of India with the USA, UK, and worldwide 
shown in Fig. 7. An overall increase in positive sentiments 
characterizes the Indian sentiment trend, and during the 
same period, the sentiments of the USA, UK, and world-
wide did not change much.

The high positive and falling negative sentiment in 
India suggests the high acceptability of vaccines in India 
which increased during the past two years. While the USA 
witnessed anti-mask and anti-vaccine protests (Gresele 
et al. 2021; Cazzola et al. 2021), contributing to a high 
vaccine hesitancy among the population of the USA. The 
same is observed for the rest of the world and the UK.

The LDA gave us a glimpse of the topics discussed in 
the tweets. The theme for each topic is “dose accessibil-
ity,” “post-covid vaccine deaths,” “COVID-19 Vaccine 
eligibility,” and “second dose.”

Table 5 helps us to understand the underlying cause of 
each sentiment in India. The following observation can be 
drawn from the most frequent words from positive tweets 
like “Free COVID-19 Vaccines in India,” “COVID-19 Vac-
cine availability,” and “COVID-19 vaccine is safe.” While 
the most frequent words in negative sentiment tweets give 
some of the possible causes like “COVID-19 vaccine short-
age,” “Getting vaccinated in Emergency only,” and “No to 
getting vaccinated.”

Also, comparing the Indian home-grown vaccine and 
non-Indian vaccines. Table 6 suggests the highest positive 
and lowest negative sentiment for the Indian home-grown 
vaccine “Covaxin” (Thiagarajan 2021), which is corrobo-
rated by the previous observations. At the same time, non-
Indian vaccines had high negative sentiments except the 
“Covishield” Sapkal et al. (2021) vaccine, which was used 
in India.
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This information can assist critical stakeholders like the 
pharmaceutical industry in understanding public concerns. 
Also, it helps shape social networking campaigns and the 
management of the pandemic caused by COVID-19 by the 
government.

6  Limitation

The present study has some limitations such as people across 
the globe use various social media platforms to express their 
feelings while this study consider tweets retrieved from twit-
ter and excludes data from other platforms like Facebook, 
Instagram, Snapchat and Quora, etc. Furthermore, this study 
also excludes relevant information that was available on 
Print Media. Also, the tweets are collected for the single 
window time period from January 2020 to March 2022 only. 
Retrieved tweets may not be comprehensive as some tweets 
related to the vaccine hesitancy might have been deleted by 
their users while some accounts might have been suspended 
or become private in this time frame. In this study, only Eng-
lish language tweets were considered. Also, the study uses 
Text Mining for analysis purpose while special characters, 
emojis, and pictures were not taken into consideration.

7  Conclusion

The sentiment analysis of social media platforms like Twit-
ter can assist in studying public response or behavior. The 
stakeholders, like the government and pharmaceutical indus-
tries, are beneficiaries of such information. In India, opin-
ions toward the COVID-19 vaccine have changed during 
the last two years. The overall change in opinion is positive 
toward the COVID-19 vaccines. In contrast, the opinion of 
the USA, the UK, and the rest of the world, had high nega-
tive sentiment toward the COVID-19 vaccine, which did not 
change much during the same period. The sentiment of the 
Indian population was found to be 63% positive, 28% neu-
tral, and 9% negative. While the worldwide sentiment distri-
bution was 45% of tweets positive and 34% neutral. 21% as 
negative. Also, the USA had 42% positive, 34% neutral, and 
23% negative; the UK had 50% positive, 29% neutral, and 
21% negative. The overall response of the Indian population 
is found to be vaccine-acceptant. The Indian home-grown 
vaccine showed high positive and low negative sentiments 
compared to the other non-Indian vaccines. This work can 
be further extended by incorporating other social media plat-
forms and government sources. In future, we intend to add 
more varieties of datasets for our extended work.
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